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Summary: This paper has three purposes: 

a) To provide an overview of the current position of our events programme 

including some specific challenges we are facing; 

b) To highlight some work that will be required in the medium to long-term to 

address this, in line with our new strategy; 

c) To outline this year’s programme and seek feedback on whether it achieves 

improvement in the short-term without losing sight of the long-term work 

required. 

Equality Impact 

Assessment: 

There are no adverse effects of this proposal or its recommendations on 

people (staff / potential staff / members) with protected characteristics as 

defined within the Equality Act 2010. 

 

 
Summary 
 

We are continually striving to ensure that our events programme offers a quality, engaging and value-

adding set of events.  This paper sets out some context in terms of our overall events programme and 

outlines some challenges and problems we are currently facing.  It gives an overview of the work needed 

to address these challenges in the long-term as well as outlining our programme for the year ahead, 

highlighting where we have made changes in response to member feedback. 

 

The Board are asked to provide feedback on the overall approach outlined here and our programme this 

year.  The Board are then asked to approve the report. 

 

Background 
 

We’ve been working since January to pull together our full events calendar for 2016-17.  The full calendar 

for the year ahead is attached as an appendix to the papers and outlines all key events and meetings over 

the next 12-months.  A significant number of these events are already programmed and booked in (such 

as SUs and National Conference etc, which we now book in up to 4-years in advance). 

 

Our draft strategic framework incorporates a work stream around developing our events – “Every event 

builds capacity and influence.  We will ensure all our events enable us to be more effective and influential. 

We will draw on the expertise of students’ union officers and staff, external speakers and experts within 

NUS.”  Ensuring quality events across our movement is therefore clearly a strategic priority. 

 

General feedback about many of our events has been positive.  Our overall events KPI is a Net Promoter 

Score (NPS) of +35, and we are consistently between +20 and +50 (a score over 0 is regarded as good 

within NPS methodology).  SUs 2015 received an NPS of +4 and Lead and Change 2015 received an 

approval rating of up to 90% on some courses.  The overall organisation, venue quality and professional 

standards of our events has improved considerably over recent years and is regarded as being of a good 

quality. 



 

 

It is fair to say however that there have also been legitimate criticisms of some of our events including: 

 

a. Lack of focus, lack of clear target audience and purpose etc. 

b. A number of members have also suggested that the merging of Strategic Conversation and 

NUS Services Convention left a significant gap in our calendar – in particular space to discuss 

commercial challenges and opportunities. 

c. SUs Local has been disjointed and achieves too little to justify the complexity of planning. 

d. There is also a perception that since the NUS Group was formed from NUS, NUSSL and the 

Charity there is less sense of a clear ‘flow’ through our governance interactions and events.  

It’s not clear how our events connect and complement each other and what decisions are made 

where. 

 

Strategic Conversation was held on 3-4 May in Manchester, and whilst the formal evaluation is yet to be 

concluded, we are confident that much of the feedback will be critical.  Some aspects of the event were 

very positive including the excellent external speakers, however this was overshadowed by a lack of good 

content production throughout the event and some fundamental failings in quality assurance. 

 

Therefore it is clear that whilst delivering a coherent, high-quality events programme that adds value to 

the movement is a long-term strategic priority, we now have a pressing need to start to tackle some of 

the problems that underpin our overall events programme and, as importantly, be seen by the 

membership to start to address them. 

 

Analysis of the Problem 
 

Whilst logistically our events have a strong foundation we have failed to take a strategic overview of our 

events programme holistically.  We have undertaken some root cause analysis of the problems and they 

are presented here in summary: 

 

a) There has been a lack of clear responsibility and accountability for the ‘events programme as a 

whole’.  It is clear that the Head of Events is accountable for delivering well managed events; but 

since the NUS Group came together nobody has necessarily taken an overarching view of whether 

the events programme in its totality is meeting its objectives. 

b) There is also a lack of clear responsibility for choreographing all of our events including production 

of content and quality control.  A member of staff is assigned as ‘project lead’ for every event 

depending on their area of expertise, but this results in no ‘longitudinal consistency’ in key 

messaging or delegate experience. 

c) Whilst we have a reasonably robust planning framework (i.e. clear parameters, checklists, 

expectations etc) we’ve not been consistently effective at holding this space.  There have been 

challenges around leadership, lack of escalation and capacity that prevent us from maintaining 

strong standards and we need to reach a position where our Events Team are ensuring that we 

hold mandatory rehearsals for key events, coordinate staff briefings etc. 

d) Our evaluation of events has purely existed at a basic ‘happy sheet’ level.  A more strategic 

approach would require us to look more in depth at the overall impact of events and whether the 

programme as a whole was achieving its objectives. 

e) Our fee structure is incoherent and inconsistent.  It’s acceptable to generate surplus from L&D 

events (where the market will dictate the fee and members can choose what they attend), but we 

shouldn’t be expecting members to pay (or at least to pay for more than their accommodation and 

meals) to engage with our governance or to be informed / consulted on things. 

 

Solutions 
 

Some immediate solutions to the above are proposed as follows: 

 



 

a) Responsibility and accountability for the events programme as a whole will be allocated to the 

Director of People, Governance and Performance.  We will set out clear objectives for the overall 

programme and evaluate and report against progress towards them. 

b) We will build capacity and dedicated responsibility for content production and quality control. 

c) We will undertake a ‘root and branch review’ of our overall events programme.  Clearly this has to 

tie in closely with our governance review(s) as well as a new communications strategy.  The review 

will be grounded in feedback from member students’ unions and will actively engage colleagues 

from across the Movement.  It will consider the overall purpose and objectives of our events 

programme as well as effective evaluation and fee structure.  An outline timetable is as follows: 

 
 Timeline 

Insight (including full review of existing data and potentially some additional primary 
research with students’ unions) 

July-Aug 2016 

Engagement with key stakeholders at CX Networks, Zone Conferences and through 

Membership Engagement Executives 

Oct-Nov 2016 

Initial findings and recommendations discussed and refined at Strategic Conversation Dec 2016 

Recommendations approved at Boards and Convention 2017 to be implemented for 2017-18 
calendar year 

Feb-Apr 2017 

 

 

The 2016-17 Programme 
 

In addition to the above solutions we have incorporated as much feedback as possible into this year’s 

programme to attempt to address some of the problems and improve delegate experience, for example 

ensuring our events have clear purpose and are targeted at the correct audience. 

 

The following outlines the date, purpose and audience for our key national events next year.  The full 

calendar is appended and we will be launching a new, online and interactive calendar on NUS Connect by 

the end of the calendar year: 

 

Event Date Purpose Audience 

SU2016 
5-7 July 
2016 

An educational and inspirational conference, that brings together 
the student movement to: 
 
 Celebrate success 
 Learn from one another 
 Challenge conventional thinking and generate new ideas 
 Foster collaborative working 

 Create renewed sense of purpose for new leadership teams at 
the beginning of the academic year 

Senior staff and 

elected officers 
from students’ 
unions 

Chief 

Executive 
Networking 

w/c 3 
October 
2016 

 

w/c 6 Feb 
2017 

Self-organised regional Chief Executive meetings with agreed 
agendas, facilitated by a network of CXs on behalf of NUS: 

 
 To provide informal touch points with Chief Executives in 

between large national events 
 Test ideas and plans at formative stages 
 Gather feedback and ideas on developments, opportunities 

and challenges 
 Communicate key developments 

Chief Executives 

Zones 
Conference 

25-27 
October 
2016 

 Accountability of the Zones  
 Committee elections 
 Discussions on key agenda items and policy priorities 
 Shaping the policy agenda ahead of National Conference 

Student officers 
and students 
Operational SU 
staff who support 

officers in Zones 

Strategic 
Conversation 

13-14 
December 
2016 

 Discussion around strategic priorities and challenges across 
the movement 

 Environmental scanning and insight from other sectors 
 Members meeting to approve accounts and report on mid-

year performance 

Chief Executive 
and President 
only 



 

 Company Law meeting if required to approve any changes to 

Articles proposed by National Conference 

Union 
Development 
and 
Enterprise 
Convention 

4-5 April 
2017 

 Discuss key strategic themes, opportunities, insight and new 

thinking around our UD and enterprise work 
 Members meeting to: a) Report on annual performance of the 

Charity and NUS Services; b) Present final plans for the year 
ahead; c) Approve the NUS Group Budget for the next year 

 Hold Cooperative Enterprise Unit meetings 
 Elect members of DOBS and Advisory Groups  

President and 

President-elect, 
Chief Executive, 
Commercial 
Director, 
Membership 
Director  

National 
Conference 

25-27 
April 
2017 

 To hold elected NUS UK officers and Zones to account 
 Debate and decide on policy for the following year 
 Elect National President and VPs 

Elected 
representatives 
from Students’ 
Unions and 

Associations 

 

The key changes that this programme reflects are: 

 

a) The reintroduction of NUS Services Convention, but as a combined ‘Union Development and 

Enterprise Convention’ with a clear focus around the work of the Movement to support excellent 

students’ unions; 

b) Moving Strategic Conversation forward to December; 

c) 2x ‘members’ meetings’ a year – one at Strategic Conversation and one at Convention; 

d) The removal of SUs Local from the programme; 

e) Introduction of Chief Executive Networking events as an informal ‘touch point’ in between major 

events.  These will create space for engaging students’ unions at the more formative stages of our 

plans and developments – essentially a combination of what used to be called ‘Critical Friends’ with 

the AMSU regional CX groups. 

 

Additional points to note in this year’s calendar are: 

 

a) There are of course many more important events that form our calendar and make up our 

democratic governance and learning and development offer – these are included in the full 

programme. 

b) National Conference is unusually late in 2017.  Convention would usually take place after National 

Conference but this year will take place three weeks beforehand. 

 

Conclusion 
 

There are clearly a number of challenges that face us in our aim to create an events programme that 

builds capacity and influence.  We want our events to enable us to be more effective and influential and 

we need to be in a position to draw on the expertise of students’ union officers and staff, external 

speakers and experts within NUS.  This paper has outlined some of the key underlying problems that act 

as a barrier and it has suggested some solutions and recommended a process by which we can start to 

address those problems.  We believe the proposals outlined in this paper will move us towards our 

strategic goal and that this year’s programme is a step in the right direction. 

 

Recommendation 
 

The Board are asked to provide feedback on the overall approach outlined here and our programme this 

year.  The Board are then asked to approve the report. 

 


